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Form G 

Commonwealth of Australia 

Competition and Consumer Act 2010 — subsection 93 (1) 

NOTIFICATION OF EXCLUSIVE DEALING 

To the Australian Competition and Consumer Commission: 

Notice is hereby given, in accordance with subsection 93 (1) of the Competition and 
Consumer Act 2010, of particulars of conduct or of proposed conduct of a kind 
referred to subsections 47 (2), (3), (4), (5), (6), (7), (8) or (9) of that Act in which the 
person giving notice engages or proposes to engage. 

1. Applicant 

(a) Name of person giving notice: 

A&S Wholesale Fruit & Vegetables Pty Ltd (ACN 006 598 796) (A&S) 

(b) Short description of business carried on by that person: 

A&S was started in 1986 by Arthur Kneebone. Together with his 
business partner, Stephen Fanous, Mr Kneebone built A&S to the stage 
where it now operates 9 fresh fruit and vegetable stores and 7 flower 
stores across metropolitan Melbourne.  

The stores are branded Market Place and sell quality of fresh produce 
and associated grocery items many of which are unavailable at the 
dominant supermarkets. Tragically, Mr Kneebone recently died leaving 
Mr Fanous to continue to operate the A&S business (including all 
sourcing for the Market Place retail stores.  

A&S now wishes to expand its operations and provide consumers with 
a greater access to wider range of fresh produce including fruit, 
vegetables, selected grocery items (including specialised ethnic 
ingredients) and flowers (collectively the Products) through a licensed 
stores model.  

A&S aims to convert its existing stores to an occupancy licensee model 
(the A&S Licensed Stores) and leverage the change in operational 
structure to lease additional retail sites across the Melbourne area. The 
new A&S Licensed Stores will be located particularly in the new Growth 
Corridors where consumers are traditionally underserviced.   

As at the date of this notification, A&S has no A&S Licensed Stores or 
Licensees however A&S aims to convert its current retail stores to a 
licensing model over the next year. The list of current A&S stores is 
attached at Appendix A for reference.  

Much of the sourcing and buying for the A&S stores - i.e. the fresh fruit 
and vegetables and flowers - is done between midnight and 5am 
(literally). By implementing a licensed store and exclusive supply 
strategy, A&S will be able to focus on its wholesale buying expertise 
and leverage benefits derived from the new operational structure for 
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Victorian consumers.   

A&S’ Licensees will be provided with quality fresh Products sourced 
solely and exclusively by A&S from local and international suppliers 
(Approved Suppliers). 

Ultimately, A&S’ expansion will provide consumers with greater access 
to quality produce and provide a viable alternative to the major 
supermarkets.  

(c) Address in Australia for service of documents on that person: 

c/- Susan Reece Jones 

Francis Abourizk Lightowlers,  

Level 14, 114 William Street,  

Melbourne, VIC 3000. 

2. Notified arrangement 

(a) Description of the goods or services in relation to the supply or 
acquisition of which this notice relates: 

This Notification relates to the requirements for A&S Licensees to 
acquire: 

1. Fresh fruit and vegetables, assorted grocery items, specialised 
ethnic and other such grocery or food products useful in the 
preparation and cooking with fruit and vegetables (Food 
Products); 

2. Fresh flowers and related products such as vases, containers 
and other products necessary in the sale of flowers or flower 
arrangements (Flower Products);  

3. Limited range of products used in the cleaning, maintenance 
and upkeep of the A&S Stores including cleaning products and 
supplies and equipment (Cleaning Products); 

4. Limited range of packaging and stationary used in the conduct 
of the A&S Stores business including material for the wrapping 
and packing for specialised Products sold to consumers at 
point of sale (Packaging Products);     

5. Fitout, plant, machinery, equipment, fixtures, fittings, storage 
facilities and utensils required to conduct the A&S Stores 
(Fitout and Equipment); 

6. Computer iPad ordering system and selected information 
technology systems as may be developed over time necessary 
for the conduct of the ordering for the A&S Stores (Information 
Technology); 

from A&S or a related body corporate or third party suppliers who have 
been approved by A&S (collectively the Approved Suppliers). The 
Food, Flower, Cleaning and Packaging Products (collectively 
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Products), Fitout and Equipment, Information Technology and the 
Approved Suppliers set out above may change from time to time.  

 

(b) Description of the conduct or proposed conduct: 

A&S proposes to supply its services to A&S Licensees on the 
condition that A&S Licensees purchase all items noted to be sold in 
the A&S Stores (refer clause 2 above) from A&S and/or its Approved 
Suppliers.  

A&S proposes to incorporate these provisions into its occupancy 
licensing agreements which will require A&S Licensees to: 

1. only: 

(a) use, offer, sell and supply the range of products supplied by 
A&S and/or its Approved Suppliers; and 

(b) purchase the products on the terms and conditions negotiated 
and agreed by A&S if there is a notification in place pursuant to 
section 93 of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 
(Commonwealth), or an authorisation in place pursuant to 
section 88 of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 
(Commonwealth) (but only whilst such notification or 
authorisation is in place.  

This conduct falls within the definition of exclusive dealing in sections 
47(6) and 47(7) of the Competition and Consumer Act 2010 as A&S 
intends to: 

1. supply its services as Licensor on the condition that A&S Licensees 
acquire the Products from A&S and/or its Approved Suppliers; and  

2. refuse to supply its services as Licensor if A&S Licensees do not 
acquire the products in accordance with item 1 above.  

A&S maintains that the public benefit resulting from the notified 
conduct will outweigh any public detriment.  

3. Persons, or classes of persons, affected or likely to be affected by the 
notified conduct  

(a) Class or classes of persons to which the conduct relates: 

The conduct will affect the A&S Licensees who will be granted an 
occupancy licence to operate the A&S Stores.  

(b) Number of those persons: 

(i) At present time: 

There are no Stores operating in this manner  

(ii) Estimated within the next year: 

With the approval of the Notification of Exclusive Dealing, A&S 
intends to convert all its MarketPlace Stores listed at Appendix A 
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to occupancy licences over a twelve month period.  

(c) Where number of persons stated in item 3 (b) (i) is less than 50, 
their names and addresses: 

The names and addresses of the A&S Stores as at the date of this 
Notification is nil.  

4. Public Benefit claims  

(a) Arguments in support of notification  

A&S maintains that the public benefit resulting from notified conduct 
will outweigh any public detriment. 

A&S will be able to negotiate a better competitive process with its 
Approved Suppliers in relation to all Products.  

The purpose of the notified conduct is not to substantially lessen 
competition but rather, to:  

1. Enhance competition  

A&S aims to expand its wholesale buying power so that it benefits 
the A&S Licensees. As the supermarket chains undertake 
activities that ‘substantially permeate the commercial and 
consumer life of the public’1, A&S seeks to enhance competition.   

By giving A&S Licenses - and therefore Victorian consumers – 
greater access to competitive prices, competition in the Food and 
Flower Product markets will increase.  

Many of the growers of the fresh produce with whom A&S has a 
trading relationship (Approved Suppliers), complain about the 
buying modus operandi of the large supermarket chains.  A&S has 
worked very hard over many years to develop a win / win buying 
approach with its Approved Suppliers – including its quality 
portfolio of growers – to benefit its retail consumers.  The new 
operational structure is designed to enhance competition and 
provide a viable alternative to the supermarkets for Victorian 
consumers.   

2. Ensure Consistency and Quality 

A&S only source high quality fresh products.   

Insofar as the notified conduct relates to the products, the notified 
conduct allows A&S to ensure consistent quality in products for all 
of the A&S Licensees.  

The Products sold to consumers by each A&S Licensee will meet 
the well-established high standards for quality demonstrated to 
date in the Stores.  Consumers can expect the same quality from 
every Licensee, ensuring consistent quality irrespective of which 

                                                 
1 ACCC v Colgate-Palmolive Pty Ltd [2016] FCA 676 per Jagot J: at [84].  
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Store they purchase the Products from.  

3. Ensure Certainty of Supply 

A&S will negotiate arrangements with Approved Suppliers 
(including its growers) to ensure certainty and continuity of supply. 
 

4. Reduce the risk of food safety 

Insofar as the notified conduct relates to Products, A&S will 
ensure that Approved Suppliers comply with relevant food safety 
standards so as to reduce any potential products risks (food 
contamination and/or other health and safety issues) for A&S 
Licensees.  

 
5. Promote business efficiency 

A&S’ long and successful trading history means it will be able to 
procure high levels of services from its Approved Suppliers and 
ensure the Approved Suppliers meet A&S’ stringent service 
levels. 

A&S Licensees do not need to be concerned with managing the 
relationship with the Approved Suppliers as A&S assumes this 
responsibility.  Aside from allowing A&S Licensees to focus on 
operating their businesses, this also allows A&S Licensees to 
reap the benefits of A&S’ long standing expertise and negotiating 
power. 

 
6. Export development 

On the basis that A&S will be able to focus on wholesale activities 
in supplying the A&s Stores and leverage its Approved Supplier 
relationships and Products, A&S seeks to develop export markets 
for its Approved Suppliers. 
 

(b) Facts and evidence relied upon in support of these claims: 

1. Competitive Prices 

By virtue of its experience and supplier relationships, A&S has 
substantial bargaining power as opposed to the position of one 
individual retail fruit and vegetable grocery store or a single flower 
shop.   

A&S has longstanding, direct commercial relationships with 
Approved Suppliers- its trusted growers- which allows A&S to 
negotiate better prices than the prices which would be available to 
individual fruit and vegetable shops vendors or flower store 
owners. 

As A&S is able to negotiate prices that will be offered to A&S 
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Licensees as a whole, and as the number of A&S Licensees 
increases, Licensees will have access to additional discounts 
which Approved Suppliers may offer if volume of supply can be 
guaranteed.  Individual fresh produce or flower store owners are 
unable to access bulk-buying power or to gain such buying 
leverage in the same way. The discounts will be passed directly to 
A&S Licensees allowing them to benefit from the costs savings, 
compete more effectively in the market and provide their 
customers with better value for money. 

All potential suppliers of A&S must go through a stringent process 
to be approved and must ensure that terms favourable to A&S 
Licensees as a whole are negotiated.   

In selecting and approving suppliers, A&S considers amongst 
other things: 

1. Price; 
2. Product quality; 
3. Reputation of the supplier; 
4. Growing or sourcing location;  
5. Logistics; and  
6. Delivery guarantees. 

2. Consistent Quality 

It is imperative to A&S and its Licensees that the quality of 
Products offered to consumers is consistently of the standard and 
quality sought. With dominant competitors such as the 
supermarkets, product quality is of paramount importance to A&S 
and to the success of all A&S Licensees. 

A&S Licensees will make considerable investment in time and 
money to operate their businesses, and accordingly, are entitled 
to expect that Products will be of high quality. The notified conduct 
allows A&S to focus on attaining such high quality products for all 
A&S Licensees, whilst A&S Licensees will be able to focus on 
operating their businesses and providing strong customer service 
to compliment the high quality products.  

3. Business Efficiency 

Again, by virtue of A&S’ demonstrated experience and success, 
A&S is able to insist on high levels of service from its Approved 
Suppliers.  A&S has expertise in the in procurement, delivery, 
supply and re-supply of fresh Products as well as its technical 
expertise that places it at a significant advantage in negotiating 
arrangements with Approved Suppliers.  It would be impractical 
and inefficient for A&S Licensees to separately assess the ability 
of suppliers to meet A&S’ standards.   

A&S also has greater bargaining power than the individual A&S 
Licensees to enable it to not only negotiate and insist on high 
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levels of service.   

5. Market definition 

Provide a description of the market(s) in which the goods or services 
described at 2 (a) are supplied or acquired and other affected markets 
including: significant suppliers and acquirers; substitutes available for 
the relevant goods or services; any restriction on the supply or 
acquisition of the relevant goods or services (for example geographic or 
legal restrictions): 

A&S submits that the relevant markets include: 

1. The wholesale market for the supply of fresh fruit and vegetables, as well 
as other food related products, and wholesale flowers; and  

 
2. The retail market for the sale of fresh fruit and vegetables, as well as 

other food related or grocery products, and wholesale flowers. 
 

6. Public detriments 

(a) Detriments to the public resulting or likely to result from the 
notification, in particular the likely effect of the notified conduct 
on the prices of the goods or services described at 2 (a) above 
and the prices of goods or services in other affected markets: 

A&S believes that the public detriment resulting from the notified 
conduct is negligible.  

The affected markets and the detriments which may be experienced in 
the respective markets may be identified as follows: 

1. A&S Licensees: 

A&S Licensees will be unable to choose between suppliers to 
obtain the products. 

2. Other (non-approved) suppliers: 

Suppliers who are not approved by A&S will be unable to supply 
their products or services to A&S Licensees. 

 

(b) Facts and evidence relevant to these detriments: 

A&S submits that there is little or no public detriment resulting from the 
notified conduct, and in fact, that the benefits of the notified conduct 
will be to the contrary and outweigh any public detriment. 

A&S Licensees will benefit from the terms negotiated and agreed by 
A&S, including enjoying competitive prices and assurances of 
consistency and quality in products and services.  Further, A&S 
Licensees will be able to focus on operating their A&S Stores and 
selling to consumers. They will not be required to invest time and 
money in negotiating directly with suppliers or attending the wholesale 
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markets between midnight and 5am.  

The notified conduct is unlikely to substantially lessen competition, 
particularly in relation to other (non-approved) suppliers, as the market 
for suppliers to the fresh produce market is highly concentrated and, in 
any case, A&S does not have any degree, let alone a substantial 
degree of power, in the relevant market. 

A&S will continuously assess and approve other suppliers who are not 
currently Approved Suppliers.  In doing so, A&S will consider whether 
the supplier meets A&S’ standards. A&S is always open to 
considering proposals from non-approved suppliers and reviews its 
arrangements regularly with each of the Approved Suppliers to ensure 
that competitive prices are still being offered and that quality and 
consistency in the products and services is maintained. 

A&S does not believe that there will be a public detriment to 
consumers, who will be unaffected by the notified conduct, except to 
reap the benefits of the notified conduct by being able to expect and 
enjoy consistency and high levels of product and service, taste, and 
cost savings..  Consumers are free to purchase goods and services 
from other retailers or suppliers. 

 

7. Further Information 
(a) Name, postal address and contact details of the person 

authorised to provide additional information in relation to this 
notification: 

Susan Reece Jones 
Partner 
FAL Lawyers 
Level 14, 114 William Street 
Melbourne VIC 3000 
03 9642 2252 

 

Dated:  27 July 2017 

 

Signed on behalf of the Applicant 

 

 

Susan Reece Jones 

Francis Abourizk Lightowlers Lawyers 

Partner 
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APPENDIX A: CURRENT MARKETPLACE STORES 

1. MarketPlace Casey 

Market: K4 
Flowers: K4 
Casey Central Shopping Centre 
Cnr Narre Warren Cranbourne Rd & 
Littlecroft Ave, Narre Warren VIC 3805 
P: 03 8790 3400 

2. MarketPlace Chirnside Park 

Market: G, Shop 111 
Chirnside Park Shopping Centre 
239-241 Maroondah HWY 
Chirnside Park VIC 3116 
P: 03 9726 9969 

3. MarketPlace Dandenong 

Market: Shop 363 
Flowers: TBA 
Dandenong Plaza 
Crn McCrae and Walker Street 
VIC 3175 
P: 03 9706 9722 

4. MarketPlace Fountain Gate 

Market: Shop 2100 
Flowers: Shop 2100A 
Fountain Gate Shopping Centre 
352 Princess HWY,  
Narre Warren VIC 3805 
P: 03 8794 8257 

5. MarketPlace Highpoint 

Market: Level 2, Shop 2520 
Flowers: TBA 
Highpoint Shopping Centre 
100-200  Rosamond Roadd, 
Maribyrnong VIC 3032 
P: 03 93179050 
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6. MarketPlace Knox 

Market: KM01 
Flowers: TBA 
Knox Shopping Centre 
425 Burwood HWY, 
Wantirna South VIC 3152 
P: 03 9887 5528 

7. MarketPlace Narre Warren 

Store: Level 1, Shop LP1157 
Fountain Gate Shopping Centre 
352 Princess HWY, 
Narre Warren VIC 3805 
P: 03 9704 6666 

8. MarketPlace Parkmore 

Market: Shop P9 
Flowers: Shop k26 
Parkmore Shopping Centre 
317 Cheltenham Rd, 
Keysborough VIC 3173 
P: 03 9796 3503 

9. MarketPlace Werribee 

Pacific Werribee Shopping Centre 
Derrimut Rd & Heaths Rd, Werribee VIC 3030 
P: (03) 9749 5111 




